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House Republicans Cancel Vote on American Health Care Act 

 

On Friday, March 24
th

, House Republicans cancelled a planned vote on the American Health 

Care Act (AHCA) – the bill which repeals and replaces large portions of the Affordable Care Act 

(ACA) using the budget reconciliation process. The vote was cancelled after it became apparent 

that House Republicans did not have enough Members committed to voting for the bill.  

 

Republican Leadership originally intended to hold a vote on March 23
rd

 (the seven-year 

anniversary of the passage of the ACA) but did not schedule a vote after failing to obtain the 

support of the conservative House Freedom Caucus while also losing the support of several 

moderate members of the party. All House Democrats intended to vote against the bill meaning 

that all 215 votes needed to pass the bill would have to come from the 237 Member GOP 

Caucus.   

 

Nearly three dozen Republican Members of Congress self-identify with the conservative 

Freedom Caucus and nearly 50 GOP Members are active participants in the “Tuesday Group”, 

individuals considered to be more moderate.  This means that either group, if voting in bloc, 

could kill any GOP-only initiative.   

 

House Republican Leadership could never garner enough support to pass the bill. Speaker of the 

House, Paul Ryan (R-WI) and President Trump spent the days leading up to the vote trying to 

negotiate support from the members who were withholding their support from both the 

conservative and moderate wings of the party.  



 

The House Freedom Caucus, a formal group of the most conservative Members, were able to 

obtain several concessions including adding a repeal of the ACA’s essential health benefits 

provisions but continued to hold out for additional concessions. Moderate Republicans disagreed 

with these changes and wanted additional protections for individuals who stood to bear increased 

costs under the AHCA as projected by the CBO.  

 

It became impossible for House leadership to satisfy one of the two ideological wings without 

losing the support of the other. Both groups of holdouts had enough votes to prevent the bill from 

passing with only Republican votes. The vote was cancelled after it became clear that a 

compromise could not be reached.  

 

In a press conference following the announcement that the vote was cancelled, Speaker Ryan 

indicated that the Republicans were close to obtaining the support they needed for passage and 

that efforts to repeal and replace the ACA will continue. President Trump echoed this sentiment 

in his own press conference.  

 

At press time, there were indications that the Members of the Freedom Caucus, the Tuesday 

Group and the White House were working on a compromise that could secure the votes 

necessary to pass the American Health Care Act in the House.  The modifications could include 

granting additional authority to the states to seek changes in some of the benefit mandates 

included in the ACA as well as granting states the authority to allow insurance premiums to be 

adjusted to reflect an individual’s health status rather than the age-rating methodology used in 

the ACA.   

 

It is unclear if Republicans will continue trying to build enough support to pass the AHCA or if 

they will start fresh with new legislation.  

 

In the immediate aftermath of Speaker Ryan’s decision to suspend further action on the 

American Health Care Act, many in Congress suggested that this was the end of the GOPs 

efforts to repeal and replace the ACA. Statements from House Republicans and the White House 

indicated that they would immediately move on to other issues such as tax reform and 

infrastructure where bi-partisan consensus was, perhaps, more achievable. 

 

Although many challenges still need to be overcome, House Republicans and the White House 

are still trying to find a path forward on their seven-plus-year campaign promise to repeal and 

replace the ACA.   

 

In the weeks leading up to the decision to suspend further action on the American Health Care 

Act, the GOP Leadership and the White House unveiled a three-pronged approach with respect 

to repealing and replacing the Affordable Care Act. 

 

Phase 1 – Legislatively repeal/replace those portions of the ACA that could be dealt with 

through Budget Reconciliation; 



Phase 2 – Change, via regulation, those policies that could not be changed via Budget 

Reconciliation. 

Phase 3 – Enact new healthcare reform policies that were not part of the ACA but reflect 

GOP values with respect to healthcare policy. 

 

With Phase 1 (the American Health Care Act) currently under suspension until further notice, it 

is expected that the Administration, will continue its effort to make significant changes to the 

ACA using its existing regulatory authority. This effort will be led by Secretary of HHS, Tom 

Price. 

 

The Trump administration already issued a proposed rule which would make changes to the 

ACA’s 2018 plan year. This proposed rule generally included a number of insurer-friendly 

changes to the exchanges such as shortening the open enrollment period for next year and 

loosening some of the essential community provider requirements. These changes should make 

the ACA market more attractive to insurers and potentially lower premiums. However a shorter 

enrollment period may also lead to lower enrollment.  

 

Secretary Price could also reduce the essential health benefits (EHB) that plans must include in 

their exchange products. There are some questions over how far his statutory authority allows 

him to go in making changes. However, some degree of changes to the EHB regulations are most 

likely on the table.   

 

The financial assistance available to individuals who purchase coverage through the exchanges 

could also be affected. A few years ago, House Republicans filed a lawsuit challenging the 

Executive Branch’s ability to provide cost sharing subsidies to individuals earning up to 250 

percent of the federal poverty line in the individual market absent Congressional appropriations. 

The suit contends that Congress never appropriated the money for the cost sharing subsidies and 

that the Obama Administration was therefore illegally providing the financial assistance.  

 

Should the House prevail or the Trump Administration choose to stop defending the case, then 

Congress would need to appropriate the funds for subsidies in the individual market. Congress 

could choose not to provide the funding for the subsidies but this would lead to coverage losses 

for millions.  

 

The Trump Administration could chose to not enforce the individual and employer mandate 

penalties on individuals who do not purchase health insurance. The Obama Administration 

delayed the implementation of the employer mandate through executive authority setting some 

precedent for the non-enforcement of these taxes via executive order.  

 

The AHCA, or some version of the AHCA, could still be enacted by the GOP Congress and find 

its way to President Trump’s desk either this year or early next year.  
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House Republicans Pass Two Health Reform Bills 

 

Despite their inability to pass the American Health Care Act (AHCA), House Republicans did 

pass two health reform bills that addressed separate issues from the Affordable Care Act (ACA).  

 

As previously noted, Republicans have proposed a three-phase strategy for repealing and 

replacing the ACA with the budget reconciliation process (the AHCA) as the first phase, 

regulatory changes by federal agencies as phase two, and traditional legislation for what cannot 

be included in the first two phases as the third or final phase. These two bills fall under this third 

phase of broader health reform policies.  

 

H.R. 1101, the Small Business Health Fairness Act of 2017, passed in the House largely along 

party lines. This bill would create a new legal mechanism for the creation of association health 

plans (AHP). The idea of allowing associations to sponsor their own health plans has been a 

Republican health reform idea for many years.  

 

The bill would govern AHPs under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) 

however they would have their own regulations. These plans would be exempt from several 

ACA regulations such as the essential health benefit requirements but would still be subject some 

provisions of the ACA including the prohibition from denying coverage based on preexisting 

conditions. The plans would be overseen by a board of directors. 

  

The second bill, H.R. 372, the Competitive Health Insurance Reform Act of 2017, was passed by 

the House of Representatives with near-unanimous support. Current law exempts the “business 

of health insurance” from certain federal anti-trust laws. States generally have the authority to 

determine the antitrust standards for health insurance within their borders. This protection, which 

dates back to 1945, does not apply to mergers. The bill is intended to remove some of the 

exemptions in order to foster greater competition in the health insurance industry.  

 

Both bills are currently awaiting action in the Senate. It is likely that House Republicans will 

take up additional legislation to add to its phase three action.  
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CMS Delays Bundled Payment Model Demonstration 

 

On Monday, March 20
th

, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) issued an 

interim final rule which delays the effective date of its previously issued final rule that created 

two new bundled payment models and expanded an existing model to additional medical 

conditions. These models are a mandatory demonstration for five years in select geographic 

areas.  

 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/1101?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22hr+1101%22%5D%7D&r=1
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/372?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22hr372%22%5D%7D&r=1
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/03/21/2017-05692/medicare-program-advancing-care-coordination-through-episode-payment-models-epms-cardiac


The two new bundled payment models (BPM) are for heart attack and stroke care. The final rule 

also included a third BPM by expanding the Comprehensive Care for Joint Replacement (CJR) 

bundled payment model to surgical treatments for hip and knee fractures.  

 

This delay essentially pushes the implementation date of these new models from July 1
st
 until 

October 1
st
. This delay is the second time the Trump administration has delayed the effective 

date of these new BPMs.  

 

Upon taking office, President Trump issued an Executive Order freezing all pending regulations 

for 60 days. This delayed some of the provisions of the BPMs that were slated to begin in 

January until March 21
st
. However, the bulk of the provisions, including the start of the first 

performance year, were set to take effect on July 1
st
 and thus fell outside the 60-day regulatory 

freeze window. 

 

This most recent delay pushes back the effective date for the March provisions to May 20
th

. It 

also pushes back the effective date of the July 1
st
 provisions to October 1

st
. The Administration is 

considering another delay until 2018. CMS is issuing the delay to allow it more time consider 

additional changes.  

 

The new delay means that the first performance period will now begin October 1
st
 but it 

concludes at the end of the year. CMS acknowledges that a three month performance period is 

too short and is therefore considering delaying the first performance year until January 1, 2018.  

 

Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) Tom Price is a vocal critic of these bundled 

payment models mainly due to fact that they are mandatory in the geographic areas selected for 

participation. Secretary Price could direct CMS to make additional changes or impose further 

delays. He could also go so far as to cancel the model altogether.  

 

CMS is soliciting comments on the delay until April 19
th

.  
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CMS to Release MIPS Exemption Notifications Soon 

 

Under the Merit-based Incentive Payment System (MIPS) eligible clinicians (EC) are to report 

quality and cost data to CMS starting this year (2017). This data will be used to determine 

Medicare Quality Payment Program (QPP) adjustments (positive or negative) in 2019.  Because 

2017 has been designated as a “transition” year, the amount of reporting required of ECs is 

minimal.   

 

However, readers may recall that MIPS also includes an exemption from MIPS reporting and 

payment adjustments if the EC is designated as a “low volume” provider – those ECs with less 

than $30,000 in allowable Medicare charges or that saw fewer than 100 Medicare beneficiaries 



during either of the benchmark year(s) associated with the reporting year.  For purposes of the 

2017 reporting year, the benchmark years are either 2015 or 2016.  By law, CMS is to notify ECs 

if they qualify as a low-volume provider prior to the start of the reporting year.    

 

Clearly, CMS failed to meet that requirement for 2017.   

 

Even though we are well into the first reporting year for the new Medicare Quality Payment 

Program (QPP), CMS has yet to notify any ECs of their “exempt” status for 2017.   

 

CMS estimates that thousands of ECs will be exempt from MIPS reporting in 2017 because they 

fall below the low volume threshold. The low-volume exception will be made each year and ECs 

qualifying should be announced by December preceding the reporting year.   

 

ECs must fall below the low-volume threshold each reporting year to qualify for the exemption. 

ECs who qualify for the low-volume exception are subsequently exempt from the MIPS payment 

adjustments for the corresponding payment year.  

 

MIPS also includes several caveats for the reporting requirements for certain provider-types and 

specialties. For example, hospital-based ECs are exempt from reporting under the Advancing 

Care Information (ACI) category. This category measures an EC’s use of technology including 

electronic health records (EHR). This exemption recognizes that hospital-based ECs do not have 

control over the EHR provided to them by their facility. Additionally, non-patient-facing ECs 

have reduced reporting requirements for some categories.  

 

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) was supposed to notify ECs if they 

qualify for these exemptions in December but those notifications have yet to be sent out. Over 

the past few weeks, several industry stakeholder groups have been pressuring CMS to send the 

overdue exemption letters to ECs to provide them with certainty that they do not have to report 

under MIPS in 2017. CMS has acknowledged the fact that the letters were not sent out on time 

but that they will be sent out this spring.  

 

CMS decided to make 2017 a “transition” year. For the transition year, CMS has created several 

participation tracks to help ECs transition into the new QPP while also making it easier to avoid 

the negative payment adjustments. For the transition year, ECs can essentially report any amount 

of data to avoid negative payment adjustments but can become eligible for positive payment 

adjustments if they choose to fully report MIPS data for either 90 days or the full year. ECs who 

fail to report data will receive the full four percent negative payment adjustment in 2019.  
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Trump Administration Releases Final ACA Enrollment Figures 

 



The third open enrollment period for health insurances sold on the Exchanges established under 

the Affordable Care Act (ACA) officially ended on January 31
st
. Enrollment figures released by 

CMS’ final open enrollment report confirmed that 12.2 million people signed up for coverage 

during the 2017 enrollment period through the federal and state exchanges.  

 

The total enrollment for 2017 was about 500,000 lower than last year’s enrollment total of 12.7 

million. It was also significantly lower than the Obama Administration’s projections for the end 

of enrollment period at 13.8 million people. 

 

According to the report, 83 percent of people who enrolled received a federal subsidy or 

premium tax credit. Enrollees (individuals or family) are eligible for the tax subsidy if earnings 

are less than 400% of the federal poverty level. Further, 31% of the enrollees were new 

customers.  

 

Advocates for ACA argue that the decline in enrollment for 2017 was perhaps due to President 

Trump’s ACA repeal efforts.  

 

Since House Republicans’ bill to repeal the ACA failed, it remains to be seen what the 2018 plan 

year and beyond will look like. Even if Congress is able to regroup and pass ACA repeal/replace 

legislation, it is unlikely that most of it would take effect until after the 2018 plan year.  

 

There are also indications that more insurers are leaning towards exiting the exchanges. Those 

that remain will likely increase premiums to account for a variety of reasons including fewer 

young, healthy individuals enrolling as well as the market uncertainty created by the repeal and 

replace efforts. Earlier this year, the Administration introduced a proposed rule which would 

make several changes to the 2018 exchanges in hopes of stabilizing the exchange marketplace.  
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GAO Evaluates HHS Efforts to Encourage Patient Use of Electronic Health Data 

 

The Government Accountability Office (GAO) released a report in March 2017 which reviews 

the effectiveness of the Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) efforts to enhance 

patient access to and use of electronic health information. HHS has been working to foster a 

culture in which patients have simple electronic access to health data.  

 

The GAO evaluated HHS’s efforts to advance patient ability to electronically access their health 

information and the extent to which patients electronically access this information. It also 

evaluated actions taken by providers to encourage access.  

 

According to the report, most healthcare providers that participated in the Medicare EHR 

program offered most of their patients the ability to electronically access health information in 

2015. According to GAO, this means that the providers gave their patients all of the information 

https://www.cms.gov/Newsroom/MediaReleaseDatabase/Fact-sheets/2017-Fact-Sheet-items/2017-03-15.html
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-17-305


necessary to electronically view, download, and transmit their health information, such as a 

website address, a username and password, and instructions for logging onto the website. 

 

However, data from the same year showed that relatively few patients actually accessed their 

data when offered the ability to do so. According to the GAO, 88 percent of hospital patients 

were offered the ability to electronically access their health information but only 15 percent 

actually accessed their information. 87 percent of non-hospital patients had the same ability but 

30 percent of these patients actually accessed their data.  

 

The HHS Office of National Coordinator of Health Information Technology (ONC) is 

responsible for measuring nation’s progress toward increasing electronic access to patient’s 

health information. However, the GAO says that the ONC has not developed any feedback 

mechanisms to measure the effectiveness of their efforts. Therefore, HHS lacks information on 

the effectiveness of its efforts to increase patient access to electronic health information. The 

GAO recommended that HHS develop a feedback system for this purpose and use the data it 

receives to set better goals.  
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Trump Administration Fills Several Key HHS Positions  

 

In the two months since President Trump took the Oath of Office, the Senate has had their hands 

full confirming the President’s cabinet nominees and other key staff. President Trump has also 

been busy making political appointments that are not subject to Senate approval.  

 

One of the more notable Senate confirmations that occurred during the month of March was the 

Senate approval of President Trump’s nominee for Administrator of the Centers for Medicare 

and Medicaid Services (CMS), Seema Verma. Prior to her nomination, Verma owned a health 

policy consulting company which specialized in helping states redesign their Medicaid programs 

and apply for state innovation waivers for these new designs. Verma was an architect of 

Indiana’s Medicaid innovation plan while Vice President Mike Pence was governor of Indiana. 

Verma was confirmed by the Senate on March 13
th

 by a vote of 55-43.  

 

During March, President Trump also appointed former Congressman John Fleming of Louisiana 

as the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health Technology at the Department of Health and 

Human Services (HHS). This is a new position within HHS and it is unclear exactly what 

Fleming’s role will be and how his responsibilities will differ from those of the Director of the 

Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC).  

 

This new position could mean that changes are coming to how HHS oversees health IT. The 

ONC, which currently oversees the bulk of the Health IT agenda within HHS could have its role 

reduced or changed as a result of Fleming’s appointment.  

 



Fleming was a practicing physician before serving in Congress. Fleming left Congress in 2016 to 

run for an open U.S. Senate seat but was unsuccessful. While in Congress, Fleming was a co-

chair of the Congressional Doctors Caucus, a conservative group of former health professionals 

in Congress.  

 

And speaking of ONC, President Trump announced his selection of Donald Rucker, M.D. who 

previously was Chief Medical Officer for Siemens, as the next National Coordinator for Health 

IT. Rucker’s appointment was highly praised by many in the health IT field.  

 

President Trump also appointed Roger Severino as the new leader for the HHS Office of Civil 

Rights (OCR), the office responsible for enforcing HIPAA privacy and security laws. Severino 

previously worked as a litigator for the Department of Justice (DOJ) Civil Rights Division but 

most recently worked for the Heritage Foundation.  

 

Among the positions that have not yet been filled, we are still waiting for President Trump to 

nominate a director of the Medicare program. However, an announcement may be coming soon.  

Some media outlets are reporting that Demetrios Kouzoukas is the leading candidate for the 

Medicare Director position.  Kouzoukas was general counsel for United Healthcare’s Medicare 

division and he was also a Principal Deputy Secretary of HHS under President George W. Bush. 

President Trump’s nominee to lead the Medicare program is not subject to Senate confirmation.  

 

Lastly, President Trump appointed John Bardis as the Assistant Secretary for Administration 

within HHS. Bardis will oversee much of the internal administration of HHS.  
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MedPAC Releases Report to Congress – Stay the Course on Physician Payments 

 

The Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC), an independent Congressional agency 

established to advise Congress on issues affecting the Medicare program, released their latest 

report to Congress in early March.   

 

A key MedPAC recommendation for physician fee schedule payments is that Congress increase 

payment rates for physician and other health professional services by the amount specified in 

current law for calendar year 2018 (0.5%). 

 

As part of the 2017 report, MedPAC also addressed a variety of issues including: 

 

 Information on Medicare and total health spending and it’s impact on federal spending; 

 Information to assist Congress in assessing Medicare provider payment adequacy; 

 Recommendations on fee-for-service payment updates; 

 Information on trends in Medicare enrollment, plan offerings and MA payments; and,  

http://www.medpac.gov/docs/default-source/reports/mar17_entirereport.pdf?sfvrsn=0


 Recommendations aimed at finding ways to provide high-quality care while giving 

providers incentives to constrain cost growth. 

 

MedPAC is charged by Congress with making recommendations for annual payment updates for 

providers paid under the fee-for-service portion of the Medicare program.  For the past several 

years, annual update recommendations became meaningless in light of the problems with the 

Sustainable Growth Rate (SGR) formula.  Now that the SGR has been repealed and replaced by 

MACRA, MedPAC’s recommendations take on renewed significance.   

 

It should be pointed out that in making the transition from SGR to MACRA, Congress mandated 

annual updates, regardless of MedPAC recommendations, through 2019.  However, this does not 

prevent MedPAC from making recommendations or educating Congress on the status of provider 

payments relative to the cost of providing care. 

 

In making their determinations on updates, MedPAC first assesses the adequacy of Medicare 

payments for providers in the current year (2017) by considering beneficiaries’ access to care, 

the quality of care, providers’ access to capital, and Medicare payments and providers’ costs.  

Next, Commissioners assess how those providers’ costs are likely to change in the year the 

update will take effect (for purposes of this report, 2018). Finally, MedPAC examines whether 

payments will support the efficient delivery of services. 

 

Although the March Report looks at a variety of different provider types:  hospitals, physicians 

and other health professionals, ambulatory surgical centers, outpatient dialysis facilities, skilled 

nursing facilities, home health care agencies, inpatient rehabilitation facilities, long-term care 

hospitals, and hospices, this article will only highlight findings and recommendations relative to 

“physician and other health professional” payments.   

 

Beneficiary Access 

 

Overall, MedPAC concluded that beneficiaries “access to physician and other health 

professional services is comparable with prior years, although their access survey shows 

a slight decline compared with last year in the share of beneficiaries reporting that they 

never had to wait longer than wanted for regular, routine, illness, or injury care.”  

 

Quality of Care 

 

The quality reporting requirements are confusing and burdensome to providers, the 

process does not allow for comparability across providers, many measures are not linked 

to patient outcomes, and few measures assess low-value care.  MedPACs results show 

substantial use of low-value care in FFS Medicare.  

 

Medicare Payments and Providers Costs 

 



MedPAC found that in 2015 (the most recent year for which payment data is available), 

Medicare payment rates for physician and other health professional services were 78 

percent of commercial rates for preferred provider organizations.  This was the same 

percentage as in 2014.  In addition, MedPAC reports that average annual physician 

compensation increased by four percent in 2015.  Primary care physicians experienced a 

lower average than physicians in specialties such as radiology and nonsurgical, 

procedural specialties.  Current projects indicate that the 2018 increase in the Medicare 

Economic Index (which measures input prices) will be 2.4 percent. 

 

MedPAC also warns Congress that the aging of the baby-boom generation will have a profound 

impact on the Medicare program “and the taxpayers who support it.”  One of the more 

interesting statistics identified in the MedPAC report has to do with the work/beneficiary ratio.   

 

According to MedPAC, the number of workers per Medicare beneficiary has already declined 

from about 4.6 workers per beneficiary in 1965 to 3.1 workers per beneficiary in 2015.  And over 

the next 15 years, as enrollment surges, the number of workers per beneficiary is projected to 

decline further. Citing a recent Medicare Trustees report, by 2030 there will be just 2.4 workers 

for each Medicare beneficiary. 
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HHS Needs More Time and Resources to Address Appeals Backlog 

 

The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is struggling to meet a court-ordered 

deadline to clear a massive backlog of appealed Medicare claims. As a result of a lawsuit 

brought by the American Hospital Association (AHA) against HHS in 2012, the Agency is 

required to clear the backlog of claims appeals at the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) level by 

2021. HHS is also required to submit regular status reports on its progress towards addressing 

hundreds of thousands of Medicare claims that are being appealed.  

 

According to the most recent status report, there are currently 667,326 claims pending appeal. 

HHS projects the size of the backlog to grow to one-million pending appeals in 2021. Most of 

these claims are hospital inpatient admission claims that are rejected because they should have 

been outpatient observation status claims.  

 

HHS created the Recovery Audit Contractor (RAC) program to hire contractors to review and 

challenge claims they believed were fraudulent. RACs, which are paid a percentage of the 

recovered payments, aggressively challenged hospital inpatient determinations that they believed 

should have billed as outpatient observation status claims.  

 

HHS has a multi-level appeals process for these determinations. HHS does not have the staff or 

resources to address the number of RAC actions that have been appealed by hospitals. HHS is 

supposed to resolve claims at the ALJ level within 90-days however it is routinely taking much 

longer than 90-days. This prompted the AHA to file a law suit to address the backlog. Although 

http://fwhealthlaw.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/1-14-cv-00851-Status-Report.pdf


the root of the issue is caused by hospital inpatient determinations, other types of claim appeals 

still get tied up in the backlog.  

 

In 2015, Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, Orin Hatch (R-UT) introduced legislation 

that would seek to address many of the problems HHS is facing. The bill, S. 2368, the Audit & 

Appeals Fairness, Integrity, and Reforms in Medicare (AFIRM) Act of 2015, was not passed 

before the end of the 114
th

 Congress. However it appears that the bill will soon be reintroduced 

in the 115
th

 Congress.  
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President Trump Releases Preliminary Budget Request to Congress 

 

Every February, the President is required to submit a federal budget proposal to Congress. This 

budget request does not carry the force of law and is generally considered an indication of the 

Administration’s priorities. More often than not, the Congress declares the President’s budget 

“Dead on Arrival” regardless of who occupies the White House and which party controls the 

Congress.   

 

Constitutionally, Congress holds the real power for deciding how and how much to fund the 

government and historically adopts few, if any, recommendations from the President’s budget 

request.  

 

It is also not uncommon for Presidents to miss the February deadline and there is no penalty for 

doing so. Presidents Bush, Clinton, Bush and Obama regularly missed the budget submission 

deadlines and President Trump was very open about the fact that he would not have his budget 

prepared on time this year. Although he has not completed his full budget request yet, President 

Trump has released a scaled-down “skinny” budget which includes top line spending figures for 

most federal agencies and highlights several specific initiatives the President wants funded in 

2018.  

 

According to this preliminary budget request, President Trump intends to boost defense spending 

by 10 percent. President Trump proposes that this increase be paid for with drastic cuts to 

domestic discretionary spending including over $12.6 billion in cuts to the Department of Health 

and Human Services (HHS). This translates into a 16 percent reduction in HHS funding.  

 

The budget suggests savings could be realized by cutting the National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

budget by $5.8 billion. The budget would also eliminate the Agency for Healthcare Research and 

Quality (AHRQ) as a stand-alone entity and instead fold AHRQ’s mission into the NIH. The 

budget also eliminates $403 million in health professions and nursing training programs. 

 

HHS would receive a $70 million funding boost for combating waste, fraud and abuse, bringing 

total funding for that effort to $751 million. The budget request also provides funding to 

implement the 21
st
 Century Cures Act which was passed at the end of 2016. This legislation 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/senate-bill/2368?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22afirm+act%22%5D%7D&r=1
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/omb/budget/fy2018/2018_blueprint.pdf


increases funding to NIH and also streamlines the drug and device approval process within the 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA).  

 

The Administration has stated that the full budget request will be released in the coming weeks 

but the reaction to the full budget will be little different from the reaction to the so-called skinny 

budget.  
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HHS Creates New Patient Empowerment Website 

 

The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has launched a new website which 

highlights the Administration’s efforts to improve insurance markets for individuals purchasing 

insurance through the individual and small business insurance exchanges. 

 

Upon taking office, President Trump issued an Executive Order requiring federal agencies to 

reduce the regulatory burdens of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). This website will track all of 

these efforts within HHS.  

 

Examples of actions taken by HHS that are featured on the website include the recently issued 

proposed rule which eases many of the requirements for insurance products sold on the 

exchanges. Other examples include allowing insurers extra time to file their rate proposals for 

the 2018 plan year and encouraging states to seek innovation waivers for their Medicaid 

programs.  

 

In particular, future actions will: 

 

 Lower costs and increase choices by providing relief from the burdensome regulations 

and fostering competition in insurance markets; 

 Work to ensure a stable transition period; 

 Offer states greater flexibility of their Medicaid programs to meet the needs of their most 

vulnerable populations; and 

 Increase the opportunities for patients to get the care they need when they need it. 

 

According to the announcement of this new website, the actions listed on the site are part of a 

broader plan to repeal and replace the ACA. HHS states that new measures will be announced as 

soon as is allowable by law. 
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CMS Program Transmittals  

 

The following Transmittals were released by CMS during the month of March 

https://www.hhs.gov/healthcare/empowering-patients/providing-relief-right-now-for-patients/index.html
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Transmittal 

Number 

 
Subject 

Effective 

Date 

R1815OTN 

 
Common Working File (CWF) to Archive Inactive Part B Consistency 

Edits 
2017-10-02 

R1818OTN 

 
Annual Updates to the Prior Authorization/Pre-Claim Review Federal 

Holiday Schedule Tables for Generating Reports 
2017-10-02 

R1819OTN 

 
Update to Common Working File (CWF) Blood Editing on Medicare 

Advantage (MA) Enrollees' Inpatient Claims for Indirect Medical 

Education (IME) Payment  

2017-10-02 

R1817OTN 

 
Enrollment Data Base (EDB) and Common Working File (CWF) Data 

Resync - Analysis and Design 
2017-10-02 

R3746CP 

 
July 2017 Quarterly Average Sales Price (ASP) Medicare Part B Drug 

Pricing Files and Revisions to Prior Quarterly Pricing Files  
2017-07-03 

R119MSP 

 
Implement the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision 

(ICD-10) 2018 General Equivalence Mappings (GEMs) Tables in the 

Common Working File (CWF) for Purposes of Processing Non-Group 

Health Plan (NGHP) Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) Records and 

Claims  

2017-10-02 

R1812OTN 

 
HIGLAS Connectivity Updates and Testing 2017-05-30 

R1813OTN 

 
Shared System Enhancement 2015: Identify Inactive Medicare 

Demonstration Projects Within the Common Working File (CWF) 
2018-01-02 

R1814OTN 

 
Shared System Enhancement 2014 – Identification of Fiscal 

Intermediary Standard System (FISS) Obsolete Reports - Analysis 

Only  

2018-01-02 

R3741CP 

 
New Waived Tests 2017-04-03 

R1811OTN 

 
Shared System Enhancement 2014 – Identification of Fiscal 

Intermediary Shared System (FISS) Obsolete On-Request Jobs - 

Analysis Only  

  N/A 

R705PI 

 
Durable Medical Equipment, Prosthetics, Orthotics, and Supplies 

(DMEPOS) Order Requirements for Changing Suppliers 
2017-04-24 

R1808OTN 

 
Advanced Provider Screening (APS) Phase 1 Go-Live 2017-05-15 
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Transmittal 

Number 

 
Subject 

Effective 

Date 

R1809OTN 

 
Client Letter v5.2 Upgrade - DME MAC Training and Testing 2017-04-24 

R3740CP 

 
FISS Implementation of the Restructured Clinical Lab Fee Schedule   N/A 

R3737CP 

 
Quarterly Updates to ESRD PRICER 2017-07-03 

R3738CP 

 
Changes to the Laboratory National Coverage Determination (NCD) 

Edit Software for July 2017 
2017-07-03 

R3739CP 

 
Billing for Advance Care Planning (ACP) Claims 2017-06-19 

R1807OTN 

 
Intern and Resident Information System (IRIS) Data Upload into 

STAR 
2017-04-17 

R704PI 

 
Home Health (HH) Language in Pub. 100-8 2017-04-17 

R1806OTN 

 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) Front End Updates for July 2017 
2017-07-03 

R234BP  

 
Clarification of Admission Order and Medical Review Requirements 2017-06-12 

R3732CP 

 
Indian Health Services (IHS) Hospital Payment Rates for Calendar 

Year 2017 
2017-04-10 

R3733CP 

 
Quarterly Update for the Durable Medical Equipment, Prosthetics, 

Orthotics and Supplies (DMEPOS) Competitive Bidding Program 

(CBP) - July 2017  

2017-07-03 

R3734CP 

 
Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC) Prospective Payment 

System (PPS) - Recurring File Updates 
2017-07-03 

R3735CP 

 
April 2017 Integrated Outpatient Code Editor (I/OCE) Specifications 

Version 18.1 
2017-04-03 

R168SOMA 

 
Revision to State Operations Manual (SOM) Appendix PP - 

Incorporate revised Requirements of Participation for Medicare and 

Medicaid certified nursing facilities.  

2017-03-08 

R3726CP 

 
April 2017 Update of the Ambulatory Surgical Center (ASC) Payment 

System 
2017-04-03 

R194NCD 

 
Gender Dysphoria and Gender Reassignment Surgery 2017-04-04 
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Transmittal 

Number 

 
Subject 

Effective 

Date 

R14P229 

 
To reflect clarifications and corrections to existing instructions. The 

effective dates for changes vary. For cost reporting periods beginning 

on or after October 1, 2014, Freestanding FQHCs are required to file 

using the Freestanding FQHC Cost Report (Form CMS 224 14), not 

the Independent (RHC)/Freestanding FQHC Cost Report (Form CMS-

222-92).  

  N/A 

R3729CP 

 
April Quarterly Update for 2017 Durable Medical Equipment, 

Prosthetics, Orthotics, and Supplies (DMEPOS) Fee Schedule 
2017-04-03 

R170DEMO 

 
Affordable Care Act Bundled Payments for Care Improvement 

Initiative - Recurring File Updates Models 2 and 4 July 2017 Updates 
2017-07-03 

R3728CP 

 
April 2017 Update of the Hospital Outpatient Prospective Payment 

System (OPPS) 
2017-04-03 

R3730CP 

 
Payment for Oxygen Volume Adjustments and Portable Oxygen 

Equipment 
2017-04-03 
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